Field Reset is an important part of any competition. The Field Reset Volunteer is responsible for quickly and correctly restoring the playing field back to the original pre-match setup so that the new match can begin. The diagram above gives you a visual of what the pre-game setup looks like so that you can successfully reset the field for the next match. The following instructions explain the diagram:

A. Set up the Quarry using Skystones and Stones. In each Quarry, there should be one Skystone placed touching the Playing Field wall, followed by two Stones, another Skystone, and two more Stones. The Quarry should look like Figure A above with the images facing toward each Alliance Station.

B. Move Foundations to starting location. The long edge of each Foundation lines up with the tabs on the tiles. For proper spacing from the Playing Field Wall, use a Stone widthwise to measure 4 inches away from the wall.

C. Collect remaining Stones and place 24 Stones behind each Human Player Station.

For safety reasons, please avoid stepping over the Skybridge when resetting the field.